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Introduction

About this book
Having been a freelance iOS developer for over 10 years, I participated in quite a few hiring interviews for various
projects and have also been in a position of leading the technical interviews myself.

With this book, I'd like to give you a guide for technical iOS questions you might be asked in such an interview for
an iOS hiring position. It can also be used to get an overview on different iOS development topics. It can be an
inspiration for deepening and expanding your knowledge on your iOS journey.

Each chapter starts with a questions overview that allows you to check your knowledge without seeing the answers.
All questions are numerated so you can quickly find the answer if needed. The following topics are covered:

Swift

Being the main programming language for the iOS platform, a deep knowledge in Swift is expected from an iOS
developer. This chapter provides questions and answers on Swift and general programming language concepts.

Objective-C

Objective-C is becoming more and more obsolete after Swift was released in 2014. However, with existing apps
written in Objective-C still out there, knowledge on Objective-C may be required for an iOS position. This chapter
provides questions and answers on Objective-C basics and the interoperability between Swift and Objective-C.

Xcode

Being the main iOS development tool, a confident usage of Xcode is expected from an iOS developer. This chapter
provides questions and answers on working and debugging with Xcode.

SwiftUI

Since 2019, SwiftUI is Apple's main framework for building user interfaces for iOS. This chapter provides questions
and answers on the main aspects of SwiftUI.

UIKit

With SwiftUI slowly pushing UIKit into the background, UIKit is still part of many existing iOS applications. A deep
knowledge of UIKit may be required for an iOS position. This chapter provides questions and answers around key
aspects of UIKit.

Combine

With the release of Combine at WWDC 2019, Apple introduced a native way to write functional reactive code. This
chapter provides questions and answers on Combine and on functional reactive programming concepts in general.

Server Communication

Server communication is part of almost every iOS application. This chapter provides questions and answers on
general computer networking concepts and on specific iOS networking topics.
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Concurrency

Apple introduced Swift's async/await syntax during WWDC21, allowing us to write asynchronous code in a shorter
and safer way. This chapter focuses on this concurrency model with async/await. It also provides questions and
answers on more low-level technologies like Grand Central Dispatch and Operations. Since they were used in iOS
applications before async/await, knowledge around these technologies may be required for an iOS position.

Persisting Data

Persisting pieces of data is required in many applications. For different scenarios, Apple offers different ways to
store data. This chapter contains questions and answers on the iOS File System, UserDefaults, Keychain and the
Core Data framework.

Security

Many applications need to manage some kind of sensitive user data. To ensure a high level of security, Apple
provides different technologies to be used by developers. This chapter provides questions and answers on specific
security-related iOS technologies such as keychain or shared web credentials, as well as general cryptography
concepts.

Automated Testing

Testing is an important part in every software development process. Apple offers tools to write unit, UI and
performance tests for iOS applications. This chapter provides questions and answers on general testing concepts
and specific iOS testing tools.

I hope you'll have some fun and gain many new insights with this book!
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2. Swift
Being the main programming language for the iOS platform, a deep knowledge in Swift is expected from an iOS
developer. This chapter provides questions and answers on Swift and general programming language concepts.

Questions Overview
2.1 Swift Language Features

2.1.1 Swift is a type-safe language. What does type safety mean?

2.1.2 Swift supports type inference. What does it mean?

2.1.3 What are optionals in Swift and what are their benefits?

2.1.4 Swift supports extensions. Which benefits do extensions have?

2.1.5 What is the difference between value and reference types in Swift?

2.1.6 Which additional capabilities do classes provide compared to structs in Swift?

2.1.7 What is protocol oriented programming? Which features do protocols have in Swift?

2.1.8 Which benefits do generics have? How can we define a generic function in Swift?

2.2 Swift Variables & Properties

2.2.1 What is the difference between  let  and  var  in Swift?

2.2.2 What is a lazy stored property in Swift?

2.2.3 What are computed properties in Swift?

2.2.4 What are property wrappers in Swift?

2.2.5 What are property observers in Swift?

2.3 Swift Types & Optionals

2.3.1 What is the difference between an  Array , a  Set  and a  Dictionary ?

2.3.2 When working with Swift's  String  type, what is the outcome of the following print statement?

2.3.3 What are tuples? In which cases are they useful?

2.3.4 What is the difference between raw values and associated values when working with enumerations in Swift?

2.3.5 What type does the following variable have:  let value = 0b1011 ?

2.3.6 How can we unwrap an optional type in a safe way in Swift?

2.3.7 What happens when forced unwrapping is used to unwrap an optional type in Swift?

2.3.8 What is optional chaining in Swift?

2.4 Swift Functions & Closures

2.4.1 What type does the following variable have?

Natascha Fadeeva
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2.1 Swift Language Features

2.1.1 Swift is a type-safe language. What does type safety mean?

Type safety means that the compiler prevents type errors. For example when declaring a variable of type  Int , we
cannot assign a  String  value to it. The compiler performs type checks and informs us about mismatched types
with compiler errors. This enables us to catch and fix type mismatches as early as possible in the development
process.

var age: Int = 10 

age = "ten" // Compiler error 

2.1.2 Swift supports type inference. What does it mean?

Type inference is an automatic detection of types. This means that in a lot of cases, we don't need to explicitly
specify the type.

var age = 10 

In the example above, we didn't specify the type of the variable. The Swift compiler uses type inference to
determine the type based on the value we assigned to it. In our example,  age  has the type  Int .

2.1.3 What are optionals in Swift and what are their benefits?

Optionals are a fundamental concept in Swift that complements its type-safety rules. An optional type is used to
handle the abscence of a value.

Declaring a type as optional means it can become  nil . In return, a variable or property that is not declared as an
optional is guaranteed never to be  nil . This approach makes the language more expressive and safe.

2.1.4 Swift supports extensions. Which benefits do extensions have?

Swift extensions provide a way to add new functionality to an existing type. By using an extension, we can add
methods, initializers, computed properties or subscripts to a type even if we don't have access to its original source
code. We can also extend a type to conform to a protocol.

extension String { 

    var localized: String { 

        NSLocalizedString(self, comment: "") 

    } 

} 

This is a great way to extend behaviour of types provided by libraries and frameworks.

2.1.5 What is the difference between value and reference types in Swift?

When assigning a value type to a variable or passing it into a function, the created variable will be a copy of its data.
A reference type variable will just point to the original data in memory.

Natascha Fadeeva

Natascha Fadeeva
... since this is a book preview, you are not seeing the full content.
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